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Within quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) simulations we demonstrate the effect of virial correc-
tions on heavy ion reactions. Unlike in standard codes, the binary collisions are treated as nonlocal so
that the contribution of the collision flux to the reaction dynamics is covered. A comparison with stan-
dard QMD simulations shows that the virial corrections lead to a broader proton distribution bringing
theoretical spectra closer towards experimental values. Complementary Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
simulations reveal that the nonlocality enhances the collision rate in the early stage of the reaction. It
suggests that the broader distribution appears due to an enhanced preequilibrium emission of particles.
[S0031-9007(99)09104-8]
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The Boltzmann equation including the Pauli blockin
[the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equation [1]
and the closely related method of quantum molecu
dynamics (QMD) [2,3] are extensively used to interpr
experimental data from heavy ion reactions. Becau
of their quasiclassical character, they offer a transpar
picture of the internal dynamics of reactions and allow o
to link observed particle spectra with individual stages
reactions.

The expectation to cover the heavy ion reactions with
experimental errors has been recently set back by a fail
of BUU simulations to describe the energy and angu
distribution of neutrons and protons in the energy doma
#200 MeVyA [4–6]. Indeed, the Boltzmann equation
does not contain all of the relevant physics. As notic
in numerical studies of hard sphere cascades by Halb
[7] and, more generally, by Malfliet [8], it is unfortunate
that all dynamical models rely more or less on the u
of the space- and time-local approximation of bina
collisions inherited from the Boltzmann equation. Th
approximation neglects a contribution of the collision flu
to the compressibility and the shear viscosity which cont
the hydrodynamic motion during the reaction. In order
include the collision flux and other virial corrections, th
nonlocal character of binary collisions has to be accoun
for. Malfliet also demonstrated that nonlocal collisions ca
be easily incorporated into BUU simulation codes.

In the absence of a first principle theory, Malfliet in hi
pioneering study and, more recently, Kortemeyer, Da
fin, and Bauer [9] had to use classical hard-sphere-l
nonlocal collisions which naturally do not result in
full quantitative agreement with experimental data. Th
ad hoc approximation reflects a gap in former quas
classical theories of quantum transport: authors eith
considered nonlocal collisions leaving aside quasiparti
features or vice versa. Moreover, quantum theories
binary collisions treated nonlocal collisions via grad
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ent contributions to the scattering integral [10,11] whic
are numerically inconvenient and thus have never be
employed in demanding simulations of heavy ion rea
tions. Recent theoretical studies have filled this ga
Danielewicz and Pratt [12] pointed out that the collisio
delay can be used as a convenient tool to describe
virial corrections to the equation of state for the gas
quasiparticles. Although their discussion is limited to th
equilibrium, it marks a way to introduce virial correction
also to dynamical processes. This task was approac
in [13], where a quasiclassical kinetic equation was d
rived by a systematic quasiclassical approximation of
nonequilibrium Green’s function in the Galitskii-Feynma
approximation. The derived kinetic equation is suitab
for simulations having the quasiparticle renormalization
in the standard form of Landau’s theory and nonlocal co
lisions reminiscent of classical hard spheres.

In this Letter we follow the line of research initi-
ated by Malfliet, however, with more advanced theoretic
and numerical tools. We start from the kinetic equatio
from [13] and evaluate nonlocal collisions from the Par
potential solving the two-particleT matrix. These non-
local corrections are then incorporated into the QM
simulation. Results show that the nonlocal correctio
bring the energy distribution of protons closer to exper
mental values. On a complementary BUU simulatio
we enlighten the microscopic mechanism leading to th
improvement.

The scattering integral of the nonlocal kinetic equatio
derived in [13] corresponds to the following picture of
collision. Assume that two particlesa and b, of initial
momentak andp, start to collide at time instantt being
at coordinatesra and rb . Because of a finite range of
the interaction, at the beginning of the collision particle
are displaced byrb 2 ra  Dbe. The collision has a
finite duration Dt ; i.e., it ends att 1 Dt. During the
collision, both particles move so that their end coordinat
© 1999 The American Physical Society 3767
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differ from those at the beginning,r 0
a 2 ra  Da and

r 0
b 2 rb  Db . The particlea transfers a momentumq to

the particleb; therefore their relative momentum change
from k 

1
2 sk 2 pd to k0  1

2 sk 2 pd 2 q. Their sum
momentum is modified by an external field acting on th
colliding particles during the collision going fromK 
k 1 p to K 0  k 1 p 1 DK . The same field changes
the sum energy of colliding particles fromE  ea 1 eb

to E0  e0
a 1 e

0
b  ea 1 eb 1 DE.

The values ofD’s are given by derivatives of the total
scattering phase shiftf  Im lnTRsV, k, p, q, t, rd of the
two-particleT matrix TR,

Dt 
≠f

≠V

É
E0

Dbe 

√
≠f

≠p
2

≠f

≠q
2

≠f

≠k

!
E0

,

DE  2
≠f

≠t

É
E0

Da  2
≠f

≠k

É
E0

, (1)

DK 
≠f

≠r

É
E0

Db  2
≠f

≠p

É
E0

.

Note that energyV enters as an independent quantity s
that one needs to know the scattering phase shift out
the energy shell. The on-shell energy,V  E0, is substi-
tuted after derivatives are taken. Figure 1 illustrates t
nonlocal concept derived in [13]. We point out that thi
concept leads to a continuous trajectory in the kinetic pi
ture replacing real potential scattering. Consequently t
energy, momentum, density, and angular momentum co
servation are conserved including second order quant
virial correlations [13].

It is our intention to incorporate these features of co
lisions into the QMD and BUU simulation codes. The
self-consistent evaluation of allD’s for all collisions
would be too demanding. We employ two kinds of ad
ditional approximations. First, following approximations
used within the BUU equation, we neglect the mediu
effect on binary collision, i.e., use the well known free
spaceT matrix. Second, we rearrange the scattering int
gral into an instant but nonlocal form. This instant form
parallels hard-sphere-like collisions that allow us to em
ploy computational methods developed within the theo
of gases [14] similarly as it has been done in [9].

In the instant approximation we let particles mak
a sudden jump at timet from ra and rb to effective
final coordinates̃ra and r̃b. These effective coordinates
and momentak̃ and K̃ are selected so that at time
t 1 Dt particles arrive at the correct coordinatesr 0

a and
r 0

b with the correct momentak0 and K 0. Accordingly,
in the asymptotic region, aftert 1 Dt, there is no
distinction between the noninstant and instant picture
which is shown as a solid line in Fig. 2. This asymptoti
condition is naturally met if one extrapolates the outgoin
trajectories from known coordinates and momenta
3768
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FIG. 1. A nonlocal binary collision according to Eq. (1).

t 1 Dt back to the timet. Doing so one finds that the
effective coordinates read

r̃a  r 0
a 2

k 2 q
m

Dt  ra 1 Da 2
k 2 q

m
Dt , (2)

r̃b  r 0
b 2

p 1 q
m

Dt  rb 1 Db 2
p 1 q

m
Dt . (3)

The change of the relative momentum is insensitive
the instant approximation,̃k  k0  k 2 q. The sum
momentum and energy, however, get simplified becau
during the instant process the mean field has no time
pass any momentum and energy to the colliding pa
Accordingly, K̃  K and Ẽ  E. In other words, the
momentum and energy gains are naturally covered
the effect of the mean field on particles during the tim
intervalst, t 1 Dtd which, in the instant picture, is already
covered by a free motion. Similarly, in agreement wit
the continuity of the center of mass motion, one finds th
r̃a 1 r̃b  ra 1 rb.

When incorporating the displacements into the QM
simulation code, we have to face the fact that tw
particles are selected for a collision if they meet at th
point of closest approach. This distance is different fro

closest approach
center of mass

)t∆
~

-
t∆(_________

2 m

k-q-(p+q)
+∆be+

+ ________
∆b- ∆a

)-( p+qk-q

∆ be+∆ b- ∆a
k-q-(p+q) ∆t

k
~∆t∆be- p

2 m

FIG. 2. A nonlocal binary collision (solid line) together with
the scenario of a sudden jump at the closest approach.
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the distanceDbe required from the equivalent scattering
scenario presented in Fig. 2 as a solid line. We consid
now the time required to travel fromDbe to the distance
of closest approach̃Dt  m

2k2 kDbe in analogy to [15].
Within this scenario we are allowed to jump at the point o
closest approach to the final asymptotics (2) and (3) wi
the additional distance the particles travel duringD̃t . The
effective final coordinates thus have to be evaluated as

r̃a,b  Rayb 7 Df, (4)

with the effective displacement

Df 
1
2

Dbe 2 Da 1
k 2 q

m
sDt 2 D̃td . (5)

Since the center of mass does not jump in the collisio
the final displacement can also be written in an alternati
way, Df 

1
2 Dbe 1 Db 2

p1q
m sDt 2 D̃td. The nonlocal

corrections are thus performed as follows. When th
collision is selected, we evaluateDf from (5) and (1),
redisplay particles intõra and r̃b, and continue with the
simulation.

At this point it is possible to establish a connection o
the present theory to the hard-sphere-like corrections us
by Malfliet [8] and Kortemeyer, Daffin, and Bauer [9].
For hard spheres of the diameterd, the phase shift has a
classical limitf  p 2 jqjd which givesDa,b  0 and
Df  Dbe  q

jqjd. The displacement thus has the sam
amplitude d for all binary collisions and points in the
direction of the transferred momentum, as it is know
from the Enskog equation [16]. In the present theor
an amplitude of displacement (5) depends on the selec
channel,Dfsk, p, qd, and the direction does not coincide
with the transferred momentum,

Df 
q

jkj
H2 1

k 2 p 2 q
jkj

H1 . (6)

The second term is perpendicular to the transferr
momentum and stays in the collision plane. The notatio
of coefficients H1,2 is identical to the corresponding
interface subroutines which can be obtained from autho

In order to investigate the effect of nonlocal shifts o
realistic simulations of a heavy ion reaction, we hav
evaluatedDf from the two-particle scatteringT matrix
TR in the Bethe-Goldstone approximation [13,17] usin
the Paris potential [18]. The comparison of the shif
calculated for different potentials concerning partial wav
coupling up toD waves can be found in [19]. We have
incorporated these shifts into a QMD code for the ce
tral collision of 129Xe ! 119Sn at50 MeVyA. Figure 3a
shows the exclusive proton spectra subtracting the proto
bound in clusters. This procedure is performed within
spanning tree model which is known to describe a pr
duction of light charged cluster in a reasonable agre
ment with the experimental data, Figs. 3b–3f. Within th
local approximation, however, the remaining distributio
er
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FIG. 3. The particle spectra for central collision of129Xe !
119Sn at50 MeVyA with and without nonlocal corrections. The
data are extracted from recent INDRA experiments [20]. Th
nonlocal corrections bring the spectrum of the protons towar
the experimental values leaving the clusters almost unchang

of high-energy protons is too low to meet the experime
tal values. As one can see, the inclusion of nonlocal c
lisions corrects this shortage of the QMD simulation. A
demonstrated in Fig. 3, productions of light clusters a
rather insensitive to the nonlocal corrections. This al
shows that the improvement of the proton production
not at the expense of worse results in other spectra.

A microscopic mechanism leading to the increase in t
high-energy part of the particle spectrum can be trac
down to an enhancement of the number of collisions
the preequilibrium stage of the heavy ion reaction demo
strated in Fig. 4 for the BUU simulation of the sam
reaction. This enhancement gives rise to an immedi
proton production which itself translates into a high ene
getic spectra. In other words, the strong production of t
high-energy protons follows from the preequilibrium emis
sion of particles. The BUU simulation also shows th
nonlocal corrections are important, namely, in the ear
stage of reaction well before most light clusters are forme
It explains why the production of protons is affected whil
the formation of light clusters is nearly untouched by th
nonlocal corrections.

In summary, as documented by the improvement
the high-energy proton production, the nonlocal treatme
of the binary collisions brings a desirable contributio
3769
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FIG. 4. The number of collisions per time with and withou
nonlocal collisions within a BUU simulation of the same
reaction as in Fig. 3.

to the dynamics of heavy ion reactions. According
an experience from the theory of gases, one can a
expect a vital role of nonlocalities in the search for th
equation of state of the nuclear matter. It is encouragi
that the nonlocal corrections are easily incorporated in
the BUU and QMD simulation codes and do not increa
computational time.
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